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Field Layout 
FORMAT - Competitor receives four 
attempts from each throwing line. Any 
order of attempts is permissible. Total 
hits (disc passes entirely through 
hoop) out of 28 total attempts 
constitutes competitor's score. 

Contest 
Procedure 

First round - cut to 30. 
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Second round- cut to 5 (place 30th to 6th by hits in round 2). 

Finals - place first to fifth by hits in finals. 

Ties for first place should be broken by giving the tied competitors another round. The better 
mark in that set determines the winner. 

Staffing 
Head Judge - calls competitors and registers hits. 

Target Judge- calls out hits. 

Disc Return Crew- one behind target, one by competitor (can be on-deck competitors). 
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Distance 
Maximum Time Aloft 
Throw, Ran & Catch 

Self Caught FHght 
Accuracy 



Distance 
Field Layout 
Field should be set to throw with the prevailing wind. Unblocked air flow from behind foul line is 

most desirable. Field must be essentially level for record consideration. 
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Several throwing sites may utilize one grid (3 sites are shown above) . The landing grid should be as 
wide as possible - at least half the length of the anticipated throws. Unless unavoidable, no lateral 
out-of-bounds should be used. The grid lines should be set to accommodate the level of competition. 

Me as urement 
Above is a World Class<~~> competitive field. Officials measure to the nearest centimeter the perpen
dicular distance to the nearest grid line to determine the length of the throw. An 86-meter throw is 
diagramed above. The angle length (A) is only measured for record consideration. 

©1979 Wham-0 Mfg. Co., San Gabriel, Calif. 91778 
®frisbee is a brand name and a registered trademark of Wham-0 Mfg. Co. 
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Self Caught FUght 
MTA and TR&C are often combined into a single event using a format that requires both throws for 
time and those for distance. In the preliminary round, players get 5 MT A throws. The top 30 players 
advance based on comparison of their best times. In the semi finals, the 30 players get both 5 MT A 
throws and 5 TR&C throws. These results are then ranked and scored as below: 

TR&C 
1st (30 points) YOUNG 72m 
2nd (29 points) SMITH 70m 
3rd (28 points) BROWN 62m 
4th (27 points) TAMPKIN 48m 
30th (1 point) YEAGER 29m 

MTA 
1st (30 points) YOUNG 11.41 seconds 
2nd (29 points) TAMPKIN 11.37 seconds 
3rd (28 points) BROWN 10.70 seconds 
4th (27 points) ARON 9. 97 seconds 
30th (1 point) NEWBURG 6. 95 seconds 

SEMI SCORES 
1st YOUNG 30 pts + 30 pts = 60 pts These players move into the 
2nd BROWN 28 pts + 28 pts = 56 pts final which is run and scored 
3rd TAMKIN 27 pts + 29 pts = 56 pts exactly as the semi final with 
4th SMITH 29 pts + 25 pts = 54 pts the winner being declared 
5th BENNETT 26 pts + 21 pts = 47 pts based on the combined finish 

in both MTA and TR&C. 
Ties for first are broken by comparing the second-best efforts of the tied players. 
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Accuracy 
Field Target 
Hoop is constructed of two 
medium (105Yz"length) Hula 
Hoop® products joined to 
form one hoop. 
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Ground Rules 
All throws must be delivered from behind the 6-meter foul line. Any part of the body on the line or on 
the ground over the line before or during the release constitutes a foul. After releasing the disc the 
player may cross the line without fouling. 

Each player must make five attempts within two and one half minutes of being called. The line judge 
will call ''time warning - 30 seconds' ' at 2 :00 of the throwing period. The thrower should have a 
disc for each attempt when they are called to throw. 

Any throw touched by a spectator, dog, judge, etc. while in flight over the field must be dealt with as 
follows: The thrower must make the immediate decision of either having the throw marked at the 
point of interference or taking an immediate rethrow. 

Contest Procedure 
First Round - all competitors receive five attempts (cut to 30} 
Second Round - 30 competitors receive five attempts (place 30th to 6th and cut to 5 finalists based 

on single best mark in second round} . 
Finals- finalists receive 5 attempts (place first to fifth on single best mark of finals} . 

Ties for first place should be broken by giving the tied competitors an additional set of attempts. The 
better mark in that set determines the winner. 

In indoor distance, winner may be based on single best effort in any round due to constancy of 
conditions. 

Staffing (for each site} 

Line Judge - calls competitors, calls time warnings and foot faults. 
Measurement Crew (2 persons} 

Person # 1 - Records and announces competitor's throws, marks throws. 
Person #2 - Holds tape on nearest grid line. 

Maximum Time Aloft 
Field Area 
Should be contested on an essentially level and smooth area having at least 80 meters of running 

room in all directions from center. Unblocked wind flow is desirable. 

Ground Rules 
Each contestant should throw the disc into air and attempt to catch it cleanly in one hand (no 

trapping against body} before it touches the ground. Time is measured from the instant of release 
until the instant the disc is first touched in the catching attempt. 

After the throwing group is called, each player must throw within 15 seconds of his individual call 
or forfeit that attempt. A 5-second warning is given by the head judge. 

Any flight touching a fixed object or touched by a spectator must be taken over, regardless of 
whether or not it was caught by the entrant. If the head judge deems that the entrant was interfered 
with in any way while in pursuit of the disc, he/she may award a rethrow. Rethrows should be taken 
in rotation, not immediately after judge's decision. 

Should the disc be first touched at the same instant it first touches the ground and is ultimately 
caught it should be ruled a good and legal catch. If, however, the disc touches the ground an instant 
before being touched, it is a non-catch and is scored as a zero. This call should be made by the 
competitor. 

Contest Procedure 
First Round - all competitors receive five attempts. Players shofild be called in groups of five and 
take their attempts in rotation. (Cut to 30 on single best mark of round one}. 
Second Round - 30 competitors receive five attempts; called in groups of five players (Place 30th 
to 6th and cut to five finalists based on single best mark in second round}. 
Final Round- finalists receive five attempts {place first to fifth on single best mark of finals} . Ties 
for first place should be broken by giving the tied competitors an additional set of attempts. The 
better mark in that set determines the winner. 

Measurement 
The official time for each effort should be determined to the nearest 1/ 10 of a second from the 

readings of the three watches. The time should be the median (middle} time registered, eg. 7.1, 7.0, 
6.8 = 7.0, or9.7, 9.7, 10.0 = 9.7. 

Staffing 
Head Judge - calls competitors, records times and determines cuts. 

Measurement Crew - (3 persons}- measure attempts with stopwatches and determine official 
time. 

Throw, Ran & Catch 
Ground Rules 
Should be contested on an essentially level and smooth area having at least 80 meters of running 

room in all directions from center. Unblocked wind flow is desirable. In the center of the field there 
should be a four-meter diameter foul circle. 

Each contestant should throw the disc into the air and attempt to catch it cleanly in one hand (no 
trapping against body} before it touches the ground. Distance is measured from the nearest point 
on the foul circle to the point at which the disc is first touched in the catching attempt. Any length 
run is allowed prior to throw but release must be from within circle. No part of the body may be on 
the circle or on the ground outside the circle before or during the release. 

After the group call, each player must throw within 15 seconds of his individual call or forfeit that 
attempt. A five-second warning is given by the head judge. 

Contest Procedure 
First Round - all competitors receive five attempts (cut to 30 on single best mark of round one}. 

Second Round - 15 competitors receive five attempts (place 30th to 6th and cut to 5 finalists 
based on single best mark in second round}. 
Finals- finalists receive five attempts (place first to fifth on single best mark of finals} . 

Ties for first place should be broken by giving the tied competitors an additional set of attempts. 
The better mark in that set determines the winner. 

Measurement 
Each attempt should be measured and recorded. Readings should be made to the nearest 

centimeter. 

Staffing 
Head Judge - calls competitors, records throws, determines cuts, and calls time warnings. 

Measurement Crew (3 persons} 
Person # 1 - Holds tape on circle. 
Persons #2 & 3 - Determine mark and read measurement. 


